News columns are opinionated contents in newspapers such as editorials where columnists usually express their opinion and taking side explicitly with issues in the society.
Introduction
Opinion mining is a field of research which emphasizes on detecting expressions, emotions, viewpoints and private states, expressed in contents [1] , [2] . Because of its potentials, applications of opinion mining are many. Such examples are, a company could track customers tastes about their products, average consumer searching for product information could determine beforehand if a product is really worth buying, government agency can estimate its public policy easier by surveying expressions from online communities and social network websites, etc.
In recent years, opinion mining has been successfully applied in various domains, largely in reviews such as [3] .
However, in news domain, the task is quite complicated compared to those in reviews. A study by [4] stated that news data is very much different from reviews: expressions are more subtle, features could be infinite, news pieces such as news quotation is often short, contains multiple targets, and has more varieties of affective expressions.
While opinion mining in English has been well-studied, in Thai, this field is still young. Thai differs from English greatly: it has no word and sentence boundary, it is anaphora language in which elements in a sentence or phrase can be drop without change in the meaning [5] . Thai Named Entities [6] , are also common in news type contents. Together, these obstacles could make opinion mining in Thai become an interesting field.
Through our work, we have been trying to explore both issues: ambiguities in news contents and Thai language. This paper summarized our work in applying opinion mining for building opinion identification framework for Thai political news columns.
Our decision on selecting political news columns is based on many reasons. Firstly, similar to editorials, a political news column is usually a content of mixed facts and opinion.
Columnists often make contempt or favorite remarks against entities; this makes them useful to help understand the characteristics of media bias phenomena. Secondly, at document level, a news column is likely to be categorized as opinion piece; so it is interesting to see if one could pinpoint exact location of opinion pieces in these news columns. Our aim is to do this at a sentence level. This is not new in English where sentence and word boundaries are less ambiguous; in Thai, it is a challenging task.
The goal of our proposed framework is to build information filtering system in which we can use subjective classifiers to identify and labeling opinion pieces in Thai political news
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Information Technology Journal columns. Our aim is to train such classifiers, which we emphasize on opinion identification, for the automatic labeling task at sentence level. We believe that, like labeling media with explicit content, once these opinion pieces were recognized, media consumers will be more aware to the nature of bias in the content. After all, an information filtering system based on this framework could be useful in a society where media neutrality and polarization is in concern.
In section 2 of this paper, we will discuss about background and related works in this field before we move on to section 3 where our methodology will be introduced, and then our experiments will be discussed in section 4.
Finally, in section 5, we will conclude our findings and provide suggestion for future works.
Background
Web 2.0 has led to the emerging of opinion mining where main motivation is to let computer recognize emotions, expressions, sentiment, or private state in text [1] , [2] . In order to achieve such goal, the Subjectivity Analysis approach as pioneered by [2] stated that relying on standard dictionary alone is insufficient, in order to recognize expressions, subjectivity clues have to be available. In their work, Potential
Subjective Elements such as unique words, collocations, and POS, generated from manual annotation tasks, as described in detail in [7] , are used in various combinations for recognizing subjectivity. The major drawback of the manual annotation approach is that it takes much time and efforts, thus many researchers decided to go for automatic approach instead. For example, [8] use a bootstrapping process to extract subjective sentences for subjective pattern extraction task. Extracted pattern is feed back to the bootstrapping process and thus repeat the system. [9] use similarity in contents for opinionated document recognition, sentence extraction and use co-occurrence of words with seed words for polarity identification task. For feature selection, while [10] focused on using topic-independent features such as writing style in newspaper for objectivity classification, [11] use hotel reviews as case study for syntactic pattern features extraction in building opinion-mining resources for Thai Language.
In political, newspaper, and quotation domain, the task is more difficult than other domain such as movie reviews, largely due to ambiguities found in content. [12] stated that mixed speeches, implicit opinion expressions, implicit targets, selective, partial target, and procedural speeches are difficulties found in political opinion expressions. [4] stated that degree of expressions, content length, subjectivity with ambiguity in targets are among obstacles in newspaper quotation polarity detection and argued that interpretation about polarity could be more than just negative versus positive viewpoints. The accuracy, based on F-Measure score, in both mentioned works are between 70 -80%.
Method

A. Proposed Framework
Our proposed framework can be divided into three major parts: data collection, annotation, and classification.
At the data collection part, a document parser is responsible for collecting, parsing, cleaning, and storing raw data from online sources. A document prepared this way is ready to be used as a dataset for annotation task, or as a document to be identified for subjective pieces.
For building a corpus, at the second part, human experts are responsible for annotation tasks in which the purpose is to identify subjective elements as well as other useful features in the dataset taken from the first part.
At the last part -classification, a model is then build using a training dataset generated from a corpus based on human annotation at the second part. Later on, this model could be used for subjective pieces identification in a document.
The diagram of our framework is as shown in figure 1 .
In next section we will describe our framework in detail
Experiment And Discussion
A. Data Collection
Our dataset is a collection of 117 pieces of political news columns written by 8 different columnists and published in 
B. Annotation
We asked 5 Thai natives with language-related academic background to become our annotators. One of the annotators was asked to do sentence segmentation. By her effort, original 117 documents have been broken down into a total number of 2,539 sentences, with total vocabulary size estimated at around 62,000 words. This sentences-tagged dataset is categorized into 8 groups based on their sources, put into a single collection and given to all annotators. Finally, we asked our annotators to undertake marking of sentences that seemed to be subjective, according to their own judgment. In some clear-cut cases, we also asked them to undertake marking of subjective words in the subjective sentence. For feature selection, unigrams with TF weighting scheme is used. Weight of a feature is calculated by simply counting their appearances in a sentence, nothing is removed except numbers and symbols.
We achieved the best result with Naïve Bayes Multinomial and F-measure score equal to 0.793, for the baseline.
D. Improving Performance
1) Classifier
Since Naïve Bayes classifier has given the best performance in our baseline, it is selected as a classifier for improving further performance.
According to [13] , there are two types of Naïve Bayes classifiers which have been used in machine learning: the standard model which is known as the multi-variate 
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2) Features Selection POS, Symbols, and Negation
Some early works suggested that POS such as adjectives or adverbs [2] are good subjective indicator. Other elements such as negation word, and Quotation symbols (' " ') have also been used. In our cases, adding weight to presence of adjectives, adverbs, or both together increased result just slightly. And there are sentences which contain not just quotation but also question (?), and exclamation (!) marks. The accuracy reduced slightly when adding weight to presences of Quotation mark; however, this trend is reversed with question and exclamation marks.
Stopwords
Stopwords are common words which can be frequently found in documents but are not useful for being used as features; traditionally, in text categorization tasks, these words are often discarded. Table 3 shows Thai stopwords in our experiment.
In our work, adding weight to their appearances slightly degraded the result (-0.4%) though not as much as removing them out (-0.7%).
We believed that stopwords do have their function in completed the semantic structure of a sentence, in either facts and opinion writing, their absence or presence could have impact in which how those sentence have to be written, but simply counting their appearance alone seemed not to be useful.
Numbers and Numerical elements
In many cases, factual information such as numbers, dates, events, people, and places, was referred in a sentences as Numbers are discarded in previous study for they are not usually indicated subjectivity by nature [2] . In our cases, however, when more weight is added, their appearances improved the result.
Prior-Knowledge based features: Keywords, Named
Entities, and Clue words Looking closely at the corpus, we 've found that in some sentences, columnists often stressed their point by wrapping quotation marks around keyword:
ผมคิ ดว่ าตรงนี ้ คื อ "จุ ดอ่ อน" ในระบบการศึ กษาของเรา.
I Think, this is a "weak spot" in our education system. Sometimes, words quoted like this implied writer's opinion and we identified and extracted 397 pieces of them from our corpus. When more weight is added for their presences in a sentence like quotation and exclamation marks, these keywords improved accuracy as well. Named Entities (NE) are common in our dataset. We found that 72% of sentences in our training dataset contain at least one NE, example:
ล่ าสุ ดขุ นคลั งโชว์ วิ สั ยทั ศน์ ให้ สั มภาษณ์ สื ่ อนิ ตยสารที ่ ทรง อิ ทธิ พลของโลกอย่ าง newsweek เกี ่ ยวกั บแนวทางในการ แก้ ไขปั ญหาวิ กฤตการเมื องไทย ซึ ่ งนายกรณ์ จาติ กวณิ ช นำ า เสนอออกมาสามแนวทางคื อ Recently,the minister did a show-off of his vision, by giving interviews to the world's powerful magazine -newsweek about his idea on resolving Thai political crisis in which he, the financial minister-Korn Jatikavanich, proposed the three exit strategies.
In our cases, removing NEs out of sentences degraded the result; this might be caused by drops in numbers of features in a sentences. We believed that the classifier relies on them for a clue in short sentences, similar to phenomena where objectivity classifiers trained on bag-of-words inclining on Clue words and Named Entities sometime signaled the use of subjectivity. But their usefulness seemed to be ineffective due to infrequencies and ambiguity.
Conclusion
Our work has shown that, while basic features such as unigrams are effective enough for opinion identification task in news columns, their precision can be improved further with various features such as POS, special symbols, and priorknowledge based features such as Clue words, Keywords, and Named Entities. Stopwords also have their usefulness in identifying opinionated sentences, though we believed that performing feature extraction by syntactical approach could be more suitable for these words.
Borderline cases also have effects on performance; this problem has to be addressed in further research. The most influence factors, in our opinion, are still features selection. While n-grams based features are good enough, domainindependent features [11] such as syntactic structures might improve further classification result especially in short sentences.
This entire task requires deeper understanding in natural language processing.
Unfortunately, due to the cost of manual annotation tasks, our training dataset is quite small; we believe that, because of this, many useful features are not yet effective.
For our future work, we will investigate further into this direction and domain-independent features selection approach, as well as automatic corpus building for a larger dataset and larger feature base. 
